Notice on the introduction of the VBS – Vehicle booking system for Car & Ro-Ro Terminal

Dear Sirs/Madams,

In accordance with the communicated timeline for the introduction of the VBS (Vehicle booking system) we will activate the VBS on the Car & Ro-Ro terminal on 23rd July 2019. We kindly ask you to use the system for all your arrivals. Let us remind you that the arrival announcement is valid only with a specified time of arrival and information about the truck driver – for every arrival announcement please insert also the permit number of the truck driver.

Since we are in the transitional period for the VBS introduction, we still tolerate the entrance of trucks which are not booked. However, we are kindly asking you to follow the instructions and book the trucks’ arrivals.

If you have any question, please do not hesitate to email us najava.kamionov@luka-kp.si or call +386 (0)5 66 56 470 or 471. For technical assistance you may call the phone number +386 (0)80 1316 or send an email to pomoc.actual@actual-it.si.

Best regards.